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You can be unpleasantly surprised by the undertones when choosing interior paint colors. Simply explained,
undertones are the colors lurking beneath your favorite paint color. A simple beige may not be all that simple if
it has a strong green undertone. The only way to accurately read how an undertone will appear in your home is
to sample the color.
Choosing the perfect paint color is not an easy task! There are so many things to think about and lots of ways to
get it so wrong! Here are lots of helpful, savvy and doable tips for choosing the perfect paint color for your
home! This post is one to read and reread! It has so many smart tips to ...
Choosing the right paint color is a key part of the success of a design. However, for many of us, the selection
process can be incredibly difficult. After all, there are countless shades of paint on the market and their slight
differences can have a drastic effect on your final product.
5- Test your paint colors against furniture and fabrics. Don’t only test your colors on the wall. Instead, paint a
piece of poster board and hold it up against your sofa, table or other items that will be in the room to see if goes.
You don’t necessarily want to match, but you do want the undertones to go nicely.
Choosing the Perfect Paint Color By Anika If you have been around this blog, you know a couple of things (and
if it’s your first time here, you are about to find out)
Related To: Rather than leave the ceilings white, designers often choose to paint them. The old rule of thumb
that white ceilings make a room feel brighter and larger doesn't always hold true; just have the paint store mix
paint for the ceiling which is 50 percent lighter than the wall color.
Pro Tips For Choosing a Color Scheme You Can Live With…And Love! Color is a power which directly
influences the soul. Wassily Kandinsky. Cool, calm and serene. Bright, bold, and energizing. Classic. Modern.
Cool. Warm. When it comes to paint colors, the choices are literally endless.
How to Choose the Perfect Paint Color for Every Room in Your House. Where to buy them: Wool Skein by
Sherwin-Williams, Wickham Gray by Benjamin Moore, Mink by Benjamin Moore, Chocolate Candy Brown by
Benjamin Moore, Palladian Blue by Benjamin Moore, Shining Knight by Dunn-Edwards, Precious Pearl by
Dunn Edwards,...
Cyndy is a color expert who has transitioned from the fashion world to the design world by helping others
choose just the right paint colors for their homes. Cyndy takes the guesswork out of choosing paint colors and
has been sharing her tips and paint color palettes with her readers for more than four years on her blog The
Creativity Exchange.
For a smooth transition between spaces, try choosing a color for one room and paint the adjacent space two
shades away, lighter or darker, using tones from the same color chip. Wake up beige. Adding shades of the same
color creates depth and interest. Paint below the chair rail a deeper shade of the existing wall.
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